McCarran International Airport
At A Glance
“The system is excellent. We can zoom in instantly to see the situation clearly
and relay information to officers on foot.”
-Wayne Brown, Metro Dispatcher

Mission
The McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas, NV needed a new security solution
– one that could evolve to accommodate future growth. The system includes cameras
in seven different buildings, with a long list of users: airport security, transportation,
Security Administration personnel, parking attendants, Las Vegas Metro Police, ramp
control operators and more. For security and safety reasons, it’s important that these
users see only the cameras they’re supposed to see, and nothing else.

Industry:
Transportation
Geography:
Las Vegas, NV, USA
Key Criteria
• distributed system
• multiple user groups
• high-quality images

Solution
McCarran selected and Endura system to run on their expansive network. Supporting this very large installation are 14 Endura “A Blocks” – full racks each with a
workstation, SEB5100 storage expansion boxes and multiple decoders – housed in
a dozen network closets around the airport. From McCarran’s central control station, a variety of security and other personnel keep their eyes on dozens of monitors
and displays, viewing all cameras installed throughout the airport. The Endura System Manager serves up the appropriate access privileges for all the different user
groups. Because Endura is distributed, these users are not crammed into the control
center. They can monitor their speciﬁc areas of responsibility anywhere there is a
network connection.

Result
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) at McCarran takes advantage of
this ﬂexibility. With ﬁve mobile Endura carts, TSA can set up a command post anywhere they like along the network. Las Vegas Metropolitan Police also rely on the
system, monitoring operations both from a small command post at the video control
center as well as from a command station located at the police substation at McCarran. Endura delivers reliability, scalability, ﬂexibility and ease of use. Given all the
beneﬁts that McCarran International Airport is enjoying, it’s clear that Endura is an
investment that will pay off for years to come.
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